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One of the great advantages of teaching torts is that the case law tells so many colorful stories. Trains are constantly crashing, catching fire, or otherwise wreaking havoc on the community.¹ Boats and barges are always sinking, or smashing into things, or tossing their occupants into the sea.² Barrels of flour (and sometimes chairs) randomly fly out of building windows.³ People are constantly dropping things,⁴ falling into things,⁵ or throwing things at other people.⁶ There are heroic rescues,⁷ man-eating sharks,⁸ spurned lovers,⁹
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witchdoctors, religious cults. The stories are unexpected, tragic, amusing, compelling. And within each story there is a subplot about lawyers and judges strategically wading through the facts in a search for justice.

My favorite story to discuss with torts students is not in any casebook, and it does not teach any legal doctrine. It is a story about my first experience with a personal injury attorney.

I was eighteen years old, lying in a hospital bed with a respirator pumping bursts of air into my lungs. My head was bound to my torso with a “halo” brace—so named because it consists of a metal ring that circles the head, fastened at four points by screws that have been drilled into the skull; the ring is connected to a brace that wraps around the chest to immobilize the neck. With one minor exception, I could not feel or move any of my limbs. The most I could do was flex my biceps to bring my hand to my shoulder, after which I could not straighten my arm without help. I could not speak; I had to mouth words to my parents and the nurses.

This miserable existence had started three weeks earlier. I was crossing the street (not at a cross walk) when I was struck by a car. As I remember the incident, I saw the car coming and thought I could beat it. But at the last second the car changed lanes, swiping me onto the hood. The impact broke my neck. The driver, a 16-year-old girl, was on her way home from a friend’s house.

I have a vivid memory of lying in the street just after the accident and hearing someone in the distance weeping uncontrollably. I asked my brother (who was at the scene) who was screaming. His answer: “That’s the girl who was driving the car.”

When we learned that the paralysis was likely permanent, my father met with Jay Peck, a friend and lawyer who had some personal injury experience. Jay did some research and talked with the lawyer who was representing the girl who had been driving the car that hit me. He determined that there might be a claim for negligence, depending on whether we could show the girl was driving carelessly and changed lanes improperly. But there was no pot of gold awaiting us if we succeeded. The girl had minimum liability insurance on the car (then a mere $10,000—enough to pay my hospital bills for a day or two). We could attempt to go after the girl’s family, but they weren’t wealthy.

At the time of the accident, I knew nothing about how people with disabilities lived. I imagined that I would never work again, that I would never get married or have a family, that I would be an outcast, socially rejected and unable to support myself. Suddenly, every negative assumption I had about people with disabilities was staring back at me in the mirror.
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Over the next few weeks, I slowly regained some movement in my atrophied arms and learned to breathe without a respirator. Soon, however, it became clear that the great majority of the paralysis was permanent. I was probably somewhere between the second and third stages of grief the next time we met with Jay. He laid out our options in cold detail. If we didn’t sue, the statute of limitations would run out in four years. If we did sue, the outcome of the case would depend largely upon whether the jury believed my version of what happened or hers. If everything went well, we might get some money. But then Jay added a caveat to the “best-case scenario”: the girl’s family could lose their house and I would still be paralyzed.

This was a rotten thing to hear, and I can’t imagine Jay was thrilled to be the one to give me the message. In my fragile state, I could have easily been persuaded to blame someone else for my situation. I would have welcomed an excuse to characterize my sorrow as a need for justice and to channel my anger toward a specific target. But that is not what a good lawyer does. A good lawyer explains the various options and their likely consequences. He helps the client see that there is more at stake in litigation than the client’s immediate situation.

When I use this story in my torts class, I do not tell the students that it is about me. When we are discussing damages, often the last day of the semester, I tell the students that I am going to give a closing argument in a negligence case and that they must, acting as jurors, decide the damage award appropriate for the case. I tell them that the jury has already found that the defendant was negligent and identified the amount of damages for medical expenses and lost wages; now they just need to fix the amount of damages for past and future pain and suffering.

I start my closing argument by asking, “How much is your independence worth?” As I describe the facts of my case (in the third person and without disclosing anything about the driver), I draw upon the fears that haunted me when I first confronted disability. Will this boy ever be able to find the happiness he had before the accident? Will he ever be able to go to college? Will he ever get married and have a family? Will he ever be able to work and have a career? Think about how much you value being able to travel, compete in sports, and be master of your own fate. How much would I have to pay you to live in this boy’s shoes?

Surprisingly, very few students guess that the story is about me. Perhaps my closing argument is too persuasive. When I poll the students for their decision on damages, the numbers vary widely, but they are always on the high side for this kind of negligence action, ranging from $1 million to more than $100 million. I toy with the students a bit by revealing that the defendant is a 16-year-old girl whose family has no significant assets. I tell them that a
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verdict for more than a half a million dollars will force the girl’s family into bankruptcy. Based on this new information, I ask, does anyone want to reduce the amount of their damage award? A few students squirm, but most of them stick to their guns.

When I reveal that this is not a hypothetical but a true story about how I came to use a wheelchair, the room grows quiet. Eventually, a student asks what everyone else is wondering: “How much did you get in damages?”

I tell them that I received no recovery. Nothing. In fact, I did not sue. Why? Because I had a good lawyer.

No matter how much time we have spent during the semester talking about the economic and emotional costs of litigation and the benefits of early dispute resolution, this answer still takes students by surprise. The good lawyer, they automatically assume, is the lawyer who can form an argument out of thin air and bring home victory at trial. Lawyers litigate, and good lawyers win. How could a good lawyer leave a client with a serious disability and no money?

I like this story because it forces students to confront the limits of the judicial system. We might like to think that for every innocent victim there is a malevolent (and wealthy?) villain, that all great harms are capable of compensation, that the arm of justice reaches at least half as far as the bowels of mercy. The truth is that the great majority of harms we suffer in life go uncompensated.14

This leads into a discussion of whether money is a good proxy for compensation. Everyone agrees that having money is not the same thing as being able to walk. But perhaps if I had received some recovery following my injury, I would have been able to adjust more easily to being paralyzed.15 Or perhaps litigating would have made matters worse by focusing my attention on my losses6 and then left me dependent on unsustainable financial habits.17

14. “Compensation” is a strange concept. When we speak of compensation, we assume that everyone has a right to a negligence-free existence, as though we were entitled to the benefits of living in society without the costs. The moral imperative of just compensation is overshadowed by the dumb luck that controls who gets an award of damages. Would I have been more deserving of compensation if I had been run over by Bill Gates?
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We also discuss whether the jury—or anyone for that matter—can reliably divine the consequences of a life-altering injury. I point out to students that, for the most part, the horrors of disability that I dramatically evoked in my closing statement—isolation, financial dependence, stigma, disappointment—did not actually come to pass in my case. Indeed, I can easily say that despite various ups and downs, my life is currently better than it was before the accident. Like most people, well-meaning jurors are apt to rely upon their own fears and assumptions about disability, even though those assumptions may be misplaced.18

This exercise is not intended to suggest that a good lawyer is one who advises clients not to litigate. To the contrary, I hope students recognize that often litigation is the best way to bring justice to the broader community. What I hope students learn from my tort story is how important it is for a lawyer to be a counselor. In the moment when emotions are running high and the future is uncertain, a good lawyer is one who sees beyond the immediate situation, explains what a lawsuit can and cannot accomplish, and helps the client decide to do the right thing.

---
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